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Abstract. The use of selected secondary materials for improving the reactivity of cement raw mix,
is a challenging subject. It is known that certain foreign elements exert a considerable effect on the
cement raw mix burnability and clinker structure, even at low concentration. This work is part of a
project on the use of selected minerals as a source of elements having a positive effect on the
burnability of cement raw mix. The minerals, iron rich wolframite, stibnite and a wolframite-
stibnite assemblage, were selected in order to introduce W, Sb and S in the cement raw mix. One
reference and twelve modified mixtures, prepared by mixing the reference sample with 0.5, 1.0, 1.5
and 2.0 % w/w of the above minerals, were studied. Their effect on the burnability is discussed in
Part I. The subject of this paper is their effect on the structure of the produced clinker. The XRD
studies, performed in samples that were burned at 1450oC, showed that the diffraction patterns
correspond to a structure of a typical clinker, obtained at the above temperatures. In addition,
samples sintered at lower temperature (1200-1400oC) were examined in order to investigate the
effect of the additives on the intermediate products. It is concluded that the added compounds affect
mainly the structure of calcium aluminate and calcium aluminoferrite phases, due to their
dissolution in the melt formed during the sintering. Scanning Electron Microscopy was used in
order to examine the structure of the clinker and the distribution of the foreign elements in its main
phases. It is shown that W and Sb are mainly concentrated in the solidified melt. In addition, bigger
and more roundish alite crystals are found in these samples. These modifications are attributed to
the effect of the added elements on the properties of the melt.

Introduction
The use of selected secondary materials for improving the reactivity of cement raw mix is a
challenging an up-to-date subject. Although there are opportunities to beneficially use wastes,
industrial by-products or minerals in cement production, their total substitution in the industry is
still in the experimental stages. Nonetheless, the level of application and degree of success largely
depends upon the chemical composition of the material used [1-4].

This work belongs to a project concerning the use of selected Greek minerals as burning aids in
cement raw mix. Their effect on the burnability of the raw mix is discussed in Part I. In this paper,
their effect on the structure of the produced clinker is presented.

Experimental
The minerals wolframite, stibnite and a wolframite–stibnite assemblage were selected after a
complete mineralogical and chemical characterization of the ores, coming from Kilkis region,
Greece. Table 1 presents the mineral name, the principal constituent and the chemical composition
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of the samples. Table 2 presents the chemical composition of the raw mix as well as the mineral
composition (according to Bogue) and the moduli of the obtained clinker.

Table 1. Codification, principal constituent and chemical composition of the selected minerals
Code Mineral name Principal

constituent
Chemical composition (w/w)

1 Wolframite FeWO4 WO3: 60%, Fe2O3: 40%

2 Wolframite-stibnite
assemblage

(FeMn)WO4- Sb2S3 WO3: 47%, Sb2O3: 20%, Fe2O3: 13%

3 Stibnite Sb2S3 Sb: 72%, S: 28%

Table 2. Characteristics of the raw mix and the produced clinker.
Raw mix Clinker

Chemical composition
(% w/w)

Mineral composition (Bogue)
 (% w/w)

Moduli

SiO2 13.76 C3S 71.1 LSF 0.981
Al2O3 3.23 C2S 7.7 SM 2.42
Fe2O3 2.45 C3A 6.9 AR 1.32
CaO 43.11 C4AF 11.6 HM 2.22
MgO 0.55
K2O 0.28
LOI 35.62

One reference and twelve modified mixtures, prepared by mixing the reference sample with 0.5,
1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 % w/w of the above minerals, were pressed to form pellets and were burned at
1450oC for 20 minutes in an electrical furnace. Burnability tests are discussed in Part I.
Mineralogical studies for the sintered samples were undertaken in a Siemens D-5000 X-ray
diffractometer, with nickel-filtered Cu Kα1 radiation (λ=1.5405 Å) for the identification of the
mineralogical phases formed during sintering. Scanning Electron Microscopy was used in order to
examine the structure of the obtained clinkers and the distribution of the foreign elements in its
main phases, using a JEOL JSM-5600 Scanning Electron Microscope, interfaced to an OXFORD
LINK ISIS 300 Energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS). Experimental conditions involved
20kV accelerating voltage and 0.5nA beam current.

Results and Discussion
The X-ray patterns of samples burned at 1450oC, containing minerals No. 1, 2 and 3 (Table 1) in
concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 2.0% w/w, showed that the diffraction patterns correspond to the
structure of a typical clinker. The dominant phases (alite, belite, calcium aluminate and ferrite) were
well crystallized, giving peaks at the common 2θ values, as it is also reflected in SEM micrographs.
Additionally, no detection of undesired compounds (γ-C2S) was recorded. Differentiations among
samples were restricted in calciumaluminate and ferrite, due to the selective incorporation of the
constituents of the minerals in these phases and the changes that occur in their chemical
composition and structure.
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SEM was used in order to examine the structure of the obtained clinkers and the distribution of
the foreign elements in its main phases. The SEM observations are summarized in Table 3, while
the SEM photos of some clinkers, burned at 1450oC, are given in Figs. 1-3. The photos were
selected to be representative as far as the size and the shape of alite and belite crystals are
concerned.

Table 3. Size and shape of alite and belite crystals in modified clinkers.
Alite BeliteSample

Size (μm) Shape Size (μm) Shape
Reference 20-30 Compact, polygonal, with

slightly rounded outline
5-10 small,

roundish
Ref. +2% Wolframite 40-60 Angular, big prismatic 5-15 spherical
Ref. +2% Stibnite 30-50 big, rounded at the rims 5-15 round

In reference sample (Fig. 1) alite appears as compact prismatic crystals of slightly rounded
polygonal outline, with particle size ranging from 20 to 30 μm. Belite is uniformly distributed as
small roundish grains of 10-20 μm in size. The amount of interstitial matrix is generally adequate,
having a fine-crystalline structure. Free lime clusters of coarse-crystalline leaflike structure can also
be seen in Fig. 1.

The sample containing 2.0% w/w of stibnite is presented in Fig. 2. Belite is round in shape,
embedded in the interstitial matrix that has an amorphous crystalline structure. Alite crystals are
bigger in size and more roundish in shape, compared to the reference sample. EDS analyses showed
high concentrations of Sb in the interstitial matrix, indicating that Sb dissolves selectively in this
phase.

Sample doped with 2.0% w/w wolframite is presented in Fig. 3. Alite appears as angular, rather
expanded big prismatic crystals. EDS analyses performed in alite crystals suggest that W is not
incorporated in this phase. On the contrary, the interstitial material exhibited high concentrations of
W, leading to the conclusion that W, just as Sb,  is selectively incorporated in the interstitial matrix.
DSC and XRD studies also confirmed this result, as it was discussed above.

From Figs. 1-3 it is concluded that alite crystals appear different in size and shape. Alite crystals
are formed and developed in the melt. Since burning and cooling conditions were kept strictly
constant for all samples, these changes can only be attributed to the effect of the added minerals on
the properties of the liquid phase (viscosity and surface tension of the solid-liquid interface).

Fig. 1.
SEM photo of reference clinker

Fig. 2.
SEM photo of clinker containing stibnite

(2% w/w in raw mix)
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Conclusions
From the present study the following conclusions can be drawn, concerning the structure of clinkers
containing wolframite or stibnite as mineral additions:

• Diffraction patterns of all samples, sintered at 1450oC, correspond to a structure of a typical
clinker. Slight modifications concerning the calcium aluminate and ferrite patterns are observed.

• The elements W and Sb are preferentially concentrated in the solidified melt.

• Bigger and more prismatic alite crystals are observed in the samples containing mineral
additions. These modifications are attributed to the effect of the added elements on the properties
of the melt.
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Fig. 3.
SEM photos of clinkers containing wolframite (2% w/w in raw mix)
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